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/Exclusive~lnterrJew with President Segall
./
asserted that " Liberal Arts
really ought to get more credi t ,"
since many of the departments, in
his opinion, are very strong. He
was particularly encouraging of
---the bri e programs, s.uc-R1-..Qa~s-tt-nhrlSe------
Journalism an usiness major,
since these tap the resources of
more rhan one school.
And yet, the issue of lack of
funds for Baruch was a consistent
theme throughout, President
Segall's comments.' For instance,
concerning Baruch's sports, Mr.
Segall admitted that the teams ..
. .. labor under very severe
/ conditions." He regretted that
. ~'''':~:'~ :.. '", > I, .••• '. ".''"'~-\lllJWe many of the leams~nolably
"t:c-~"-,ll'"~n(f-:f~(.;~~-, were-" , -
~, ......:ci:/',. '.., ';,"" .,.::::.-:.;. ..... '_.' . ':-" .''0:... : .. ' ',W· , -: '." ..
#jms":C"tli be 'proud of . .. in ,'J
'.. ' ,._-.....-~_:,' ...-............----.-..'':- ..,..,.................
, ~netfIt~ilmdr,<fu~J;l~11~ba1:c-: [h~~, -,--' -~1
':-'budget ro support anything in the. " '~
"way of athletics," He added . ~
however. that because he fell the
teams deserved support, he would,
. " . , . spend his time trying to get
President J. Segall Photo by JimYu them some funds,"
"Our alumni have done very, When asked if he did not think In fact, trying to get funds
very well," Mr. Segall said. "The that Baruch's business reputation appears' to be a large part of Mr.
demand for' our graduates are has overshadowed the value of a Segall's job.
great , .. We're strong, and in liberal arts degree in the eyes of a "We don't have nearly the
fact, we're getting stronger." perspective employer, Mr. Segall. budget we need or should have,"
Vet, the School of Ans and; admitted that this.-m-ight, in fact,--!'t'VlA~r. Segall said. making refcre'fln~c\O-e------~
Sciences seems another affair. be the case at times. However, he to the fact that Baruch College, in
cont, on p. 7 col. 3
~6~'~-
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by Diane Salvatore
In an interview on October 3, later served on the business
President Segall addressed the faculty for twenty years. And
issues that pervade the life 'of the while the man behind the long
Baruch student. Perhaps the most solid desk in the huge modern
immediate trouble -spot discussed office admitted that he has only
was the much complained about to answer to Robert Kibbee, the
registration. Chancelor of CUNY, and the
"This registration was a Board of Trustees, he asserted
damned disaster," Mr. Segall said humbly that he 'saw his job' as'
seriously. "We are all embarassed '4helping the faculty help the
about it . . . The istudents suf- students. "
feted forit and so did the staff." Importantly, Mr. Segall
But as far as plans' to institute discussed the value of the Baruch
immediate changes, Mr. Segall - diploma, which, from a business
seemed vague. He did, however, point of view,' he described as
say that the postmortem staff that • , bee 0 mi n ginc rea sing I y
was to discuss the registration's valuable.,ilndee<!, the facts.seem , .. ~,,,~.;<
'probteins,,_w~_to be,'gin tal,_.. k£.-_on_, ,_t.o_~r~~,~.:t..•..'h~~~~,'~~,'~~~.•.;;,:.~_~,.~~.~f~~r~~'
-. tnefiffh ,o"f-OC(ober.--.While-~(>me',-/~~~ ~.,frcJ.fl1:::_:-';: < ,_', <~~,?,~"
"chahges'wt!re in inind, MT.~~alt·c fr~d1-"fi~:~t10hf:ffi-e-';rrSi-: ~:_,;;,_
'-:"iriaicate<l,-as 'he diawitn~'a:grea(,· 'overTfie-~O:yearS-:",ri.i.Syalr" ..
~any "other ~f Ba:~uch-'sMr. Segall-predicls'that ·'4--.'.·~:'
problems, that a lack of funds there was a considerable jump."
was an obstacle with which to President Segall continued' by
contend. pointing out that in ihe New York
President Segall's 'words are area. there, are some thirty
also something with, which, to colleges that offer business
contend. He has come to Baruch degrees. Of these, only four offer
after having served for seven an undergraduate program that is
years -as Deputy under the accredited by the American
Sec ret a r y 0 f Lab 0 r in Assembly of Collegiate Schools
Washington. He holds a doc- of Business..Df these, only.on is a
rorate 1D finance from the puhlic.Lcollege, That one.Lis
University of Chicago, where he Baruch.
,
.,'
' ..
about why the Indians were here
before the white man; because
they had reservations, of course!
"Years ago, " he explains,
"there were nuthin' but fellas
goin' here. " It wasn't until
around 1959 that girls started
attending classes at Baruch,
which Tony tabs the single biggest
improvement. "They brighten up
the place. "
What Tony will miss most
about Baruch is, °of course, the
students, with whom he has
cultivated a warm, almost loving
rapport. It became obvious
during the course of"thiS interview
that' they are the single most
important thing to him. They are
what convinced' him to return to' -
, , c.... 011 p.3 ~l., ' , . ~ ,
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, by Howard RieH
Harry S. Truman was just, ambassador her at Baruch, Tony
beginning his second term as will be retiring next Spring at the
oPresident. Communist forces led age of 65.'
by Mao Tse-tung seized power in "The students remain the same;
China, The state of Israel was one they're all nice," smiles Tony
year old, and the latest thing in who, in three decades, has seen
.American technology was a more than his share of students.
, gadget called a transitor. Yet, the "Without the students we all
most important event of 1949 was wouldn't be here." But 'without
'o'one: of these. the important - Tony, Baruch wouldn't be the
.-,event occurred on April 1J th of same either, since the. early days
-),hat year, when Anthony Ermillie of City College, when the entire
>'began his career as elevator campus, consisted of the 23rd
-operatorat what was then City. street building. Tony has alWays
'College. Tr-uman and Mao are had a warm' smile and steady
both gone, but Tony's still supply of homespun jokes ready
,around. to amuse his passengers.
~. ,'Bat sadly for the students and HI knew studems li.ked that
" .
. ; 'teachers of .what is. now Baruch kind of'jive in-·the morning to
, ,. -•.. :: .. ;-,4i~> .. , '_', "V"'~., .. , ,_'~"""" , ••.•. >- _' '''-'';<·.c' J:~€oUege .an-'era' js,'cc;mlmg to an . wakethein up;";ne sayS; The-first
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Would you like to:
o Raise your grade average without long hours
over texts,
o End all-night cramming sessions.
o Breeze through all your studying .in as little as
1/3 the time,
o Have more free -ti-me to-enjoy yourself.
DRead 3 to 10 times faster, with better con-
centration, understanding, and recall.
Evelyn Wood's newRD2 reading system makes it
all possible"
Evelyn Wood works - over 1 million people,
including students, executives, senators, andeven
presidents have proven it. A free 1 hour demon-
,stration will show you how to save hundreds of
hours of drudgery this year (as well as how to
increase your speed immediately with some simple
new reading techniques).
It only takes an hour, and it's free. Don't miss it.
MONDAY
f)ct.22nd
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY LESSONS!
ONE WEEK ONLY
·through
GEORGE WASHINGTON HOTEL
Lexington Between 23rd & 24th
(near campus)
4 p.m. or 7:30 p.m.
"
FRIDAY
Oct.23rd
~ © 1978 EVELYN WOOD READING DYNM"CSIA URSCOMPA~ STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE:Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics needs' friendly assertive .students to distribute flyers, contact students, and assist
instructor. Good wages. Call Nancy Moore at 86~9440 Oil
'Saturday Oct. 20 betweenlu a.m, and 2 p.m~· ' '. -:. , . -, .. .
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Get Individualized Instruction .
With Experienced Tutors.
{
LSAT? MeAT? GRE? • •
NEED TUTORING?
~II' Subje~t~~ ,Any Level
Get the Best!'
•
Get the Best!
.". ·...·1
OVERSEAS 10BS-
Slimmer/year round. Europe,
S. America: Australia, Asia,
Etc. All Fields, $500-$1,200
monthly. Expenses paid.
.. Sightseeing. Free info-
Write: IJC, Box 52, Corona
Del Mar. Ca. 92625
Call: .
Columbia University.Tutoring& Translating Agency
.. 280-2394---.,,-------------1
Call:
Columbia University Tutoring & Translating Agency
280:'2394 .
-_ ~ 1. ...... ,( ~,JP.'.... -::.... ~_'" ...''''''' .'." ,
_Mr. Joseph Fimmano
effort is being made to finance conducting meetings with the
this (new t.v, system), I really guards and suggesting special
do." classes for them to attend to
improve their security techniques.
"'I would say that there is a very .
strong possibility that with the
new contract, whenever that
comes out, there will be an in-
crease" (in salary).
Joseph Fimmano began his
career as a police officer. For
thirteen years he held the job until.
he became a detective in which he
remained in that job for seven
years. In 1976·he applied and was
accepted as director of security at.
South Hampton College located
on the eastern end of Long Island.
After working and living in the
country for three years, Mr.
Fimmano and his wife decided to
.. get back into the main stream of
New York City. He applied and
was.accepted to his present job-as
Director of Security for Baruch.
.&:"!.~•••"i1'."•••••••!,.~r--. ••~ ~.~..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:.
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SECURITY GUARD MORALE
.'. . .. DIES
, , .
Because 6fthe reports dealing
with the security guards being
under paid, morale among the
security guards has dropped
sharply. Mr. Fimmano is now in
the process of trying to gain
confidence. "I've tried to im-
prove the morale and I think I've
succeeded. I've terminated some
people .already, I think that from
what I get back as feedback, that
the men are fairly happy.
Naturally -. they certainly would
like more money and I'm not here
t o get the most for the
cheapest . '.. but I must accept
what I'm forced to work with."
He went on to 'Siate that he has -
...
:.,-tq~~*.t~;..;~~tf.. morale by
;,?:,~-oJ~;(~:;'->:-: '~'.. ~".'
..... • .oI!••oI!1t. .~,..... . e. e._
"_', ": ,..- - .~"'.--'_',._ ":'"' ,....... .,0 ••• _.~ ' ..
closed-circuit t. v, system. He felt
that it was a great waste of money
and useless. There. was again
some opposition to Mr. Man-
ning's statement from Mr.
Fimmano. "My feelings about it,
in the industry it's widely used,
it's . acceptable and it's a
tremendous labor saving tool.
The present system is inadequate,
no question. I'm very well aware
of the money problems that besets
colleges these days, I came from a
small private college and again
that's where my flexibility comes
in, I understand the
problems.... "I don't expect if I
put in a request that I'm going to.
.get it tomorrow;" fie went .on ·to
state that security begins with the
individual, and students can
. contribute by looking after their
own private property. He also
plans to beef up security. by
placing more male and female
guards in the mare and female
gym locker rooms in order to
prevent possible cases for thefts
or molesting. There is also a plan
to place closed-circuit cameras in
special strategic places in the
college to monitor daily activities.
"I feel 'confident that an honest
possible. When I say this, I mean
that I make my own decisions
.here. " He went on to state that
.Mr. Manning lacked a great deal
of flexibility and he had problems
of adjustments to the fact that not
all of his proposals and demands
would be carried: out very quickly.
" ... Here on a campus your
dealing with' young . people to
begin with, secondly' your dealing
with a lot of movement. It isn't a
factory for instance where
everybody comes in at nine
o'clock, goes out to lunch at
twelve, comes back at one. And
everybody' goes into their own
little offices and they're there.
Here you have movement you
. have people going up elevators
then down to different rooms. So
there has to be a great amount of
flexibility on the pan of _the
security director." Mr. Fimmano
also went on to state that he feels
that the conflict. that went on
between Mr. Manning and his
superiors was due to a "'per-
sonality clash" on Manning's
-parr.
On the stand point of security,
Mr. Manning was greatly
discouraged with the use the
. '~.' ..
.. ~ ~-.'. ,.
, .. ....
-. ".- -.. _-_ - ~ -.. :._ :,-" , .. ~._":.T_:~~; -, "\. .r-1 "".<L. -.•.•• '" JIoiI,., f' .
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by Freddie Ellie .
At the beginning of the summer
school term o[ 1979, Baruch
inherited a new Director of
Security, Joseph Fimmano. As
director, . Mr. Fimmano holds
responsibility for all of Baruch's'
security. officers, part-time
student safety. officers, fire
safety, and protection of Baruch.
students and faculty members.
The former director of security
George J. Manning held great
negative attitudes towards his job
and superiors which forced him to
resign after serving only one year
as director. Unlike his
predecessor, Mr. Fimmano holds
high regard for the job and his
superiors and he plans to stay
around for quite some time.
USES POWER EFFECTIVELY
The main point of Mr. Man-
ning's criticism stemmed from his
being greatly discouraged by his
superiors from using his powers
effectively as security director.
The new director Mr. Fimmano
holds a differing opinion, he feels
that as the .new director he has
been using his powers effectively.
"I never met Mr. Manning.:" he
said. " ... I feel right now ti iat I
have as free a hand as reasonably,
cont. from p. 1 __.:
work after a heart attack two what I've done with a small start up than she went into heavy
years ago. he received hundreds cubicle., this elevator." He does labor. Tony alertly rushed her to
of. get well cards during his have one' reservation, however. the sixth floor medical office,
convalescence, all of which he He says that professors today are where she waited for the am-
keeps and cherishes to this day. not, nearly as friendly as were bulance which took her to the
He's sad to be going, but sighs', their predecessors of years hospital. And what do you know;
"It's time to relax after 31 years passed, when they would gladly that child is today a student at
of service," stop and talk with their students. Baruch!
However, Tony is a hero to Today, he laments, "They punch Although there have been
more than just the people at their card and they run. It's like a occassions when he has gotten
_n~Clf!1~h. hLM~rcl1 oLt971, aft.er _ business~nstead of a scho~!_~, It stuck in the elevators, he proudly
having been awarded an means a lot to a student when'P'fclaims~thathe"hasneveriost
Honorary Doctorate of Tran- their professor talks to them. a passenger!"
sportation degree, which he calls When he shows them that he Another- side effect of having
the single greatest thrill of his cares. " . . been here so long is the not too
career. Tony was sought mit for Referring to a Daily News rare-occurrence when a student
interviews by, among others, the . article of a couple of years ago will walk up to him and say,
New York Times and Channel 7 which listed Elevator Operator as "You know; my older brother
News, who dispatched a young one of the ten most boring. oc- remembers you from when he
reporter named Geraldo Rivera (a cupations, Tony scoffs. His went here." Sometimes it's not an
talented amatuer) to interview the opinion is that it only becomes older brother at all, but a fahter!
man referred to by some as "Mr ~ boring if you let it; which is one Tony eats it up.
Wonderful". Tony recalls with of the reasons why he set himself A native Manhattanite, a
glee the mad scene as the cameras up as "an entertainer" here at husband, and father of two
and lights were loaded into the. Baruch. Not that the job has married daughters, Tony plans to
student center. lacked its interesting moments, busy himself after this year with
In addition, -he has been named like the great blackout of 1965. his two hobbies, gardening and
Man of the Year by Baruch's Tony was working the night fishing. Another job? Yes, but
Accounting Department in 1973, shift when all of a sudden, around only here at Baruch. "TIl be back
and by' the Italian Society in '75. 8:00 p.m., "the whole school for every graduation ceremony,"
In 1977, he was the recipient of a went into darkness. It was just he promises, and would like to
Roast ,here in the Baruch luck," he recollects, that all the work" in the school, either as an
Auditorium, an event organized' elevators happened to be on theelevatoc supervisor or at the
by Dean o"f Students .J. ground floor." He recalls vividly reception desk. "Anywhere," he
Finkleman. . . the looks on the faces-of the concludes," if they'll have me."
Memories Tony has collected President of City College and one . Willy Rogaski, orie of the other
over the years include, shuttling of Baruch's Deans as they finally operators and himself at Baruch
such celebrities as former Mayor arrived on the ground floor after for over 22 years, says of Tony,
Wagner, Henry Kissinger (when having walked down sixteen "He's a Helluva nice guy ... a
he taught a course here), Senator. flights by candlelight. (. wonderful fella to work side by
Jacob Javitz, Bernard Baruch our: And then there was the time, side with." .
beloved patriarch'. . way 'back in 1960, when, also at -It's not easy to. say good bye to .
\.
. TonyhasaiWays .gt)Iie; bj,,~e: .. night~ .a pregDant Ja.dy :~d¢ . a .good .rnend.-Tony, you made
. '., PhiloSOph...Y tba.t. :'Whenyou give' tbe-.. -elevator, No sooner did. it school a little more pleasant for
~. ..' away~ and love it comes' back to you.u 'He adds-.!. "Look ~alI.Qoodluck. And thanks!
. >;.< :---......:. ,'. '. '.. .. - .' - '.. ..~ ., , - . ". '-. - : '. . ., .
Baruch's New Security
··Directur
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NEED CREDIT? SEND FOR THE CREDIT GAME
with
THE CREDIT GAME BooksEnclosed is S for _' _Name _
Address . _
City .. State _-,-__ Zip" _
Allow 3 weeks for delivery.
•
"Tired of being without credit, or up to your neck in
. 'minimum payments'? With this book you will learn how:
to make the S300 billion credit industry jump at your
command."
r----------.-ONLY~J5-----~-----
: (N Y. residents add 8% Sales T ax)
I
I
I
I
I
I
3035TH AVE.
SUITE 1306
NEW YORK, NY 10016
SOLVE ALL
THESE
CREDIT
PROBLEMS
/
WALL STREET PUBUSHING CO.
• Too young to borrow?
• New in town/no references?
• Erase bad debt records
• Skip bills without ruining credit
• Receive loans within weeks of beginning this program
• Information on updated credit taws and legislation
• Your rights under the Federal Credit Acts
Send Check or
Money Order to
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Women March on Pornography
On October 29th, a projecteo . tributes to the climate ('f . . would "draw the line
20,000 women" 'and men will v violence around us: There IS -'w-nerever violence or
assemble a1- -Columbus-- Circle at no evidence to support the hostility tow-ru women is .
4
12Pn'dms"t' ThtetY B'will dmarCh ddOhWD A.Aril.. ' claim that pornography equated with sexual
ree 0 roa wayan t en r reduces male violence and pleasure. We would draw
to Bryanj, Park for a rally and Dunl,eav.y aggressive sexual behavior. the line wherever children
speak-out. The' reason these We believe that there is a are sexually exploited. We
people are marching vont'Fimes strong connection between do not - oppose sex
Square is pornography, the multi- rerrainmenr/ Arts section), If you take a stroll through a the spread of pornography education, erotic literature
billion dollar a year industry that magazine ads.'and record album bookstore on 42nd Street, you'll' and the increase in rape, or 'erotic art. 'But the
directs hatred and violence covers. find books with titles like Rape battering of women, and essence of pornography is
towards women. Women Against Pornography, Me Auschwitz, Sisterhood of molesting of children. the defamation of
Pornography has existed in 579 Ninth Avenue, are concerned Torture, Beat Me Badly, and Violence on television and womanhood. That is why
other times and other cultures, with the effect or" these images on Concentration Camp Love. These violence in society have women must draw the line.
but never has it been so readily society and have organized the. titles project gruesome images of been shown to imitate each Isn't pornography really a
available, socially acceptable, and March on Times Square to attract women as passive sexual objects other. Why should violence trivial issue? No--nQLw.hm__· _
pernicious in content and effect. attention to this red-hot issue. meant to be abused. These images disguised as sexuality be an your most intimate
We are bombarded with the They have put together a slide· have disturbed Women Against exception? relationships are affected
images of women being bound, show· that' vividly shows the Pornography enough to issue a If 'you don't like por- by the way pornography
raped, tortured, humiliated, ng 'ening connection in por- . press release entitled Six . nography, who's forcing ~<teaches women and men to
mutilated, and murdered on nogra hy between sex _ and Questions About Pornography. you to look at it?'We "would ~"'view themselves and' each
magazine covers at newsstands v" '. ceandhew this concept has Here are some excerpts:' like to look away, but we other, Not when por-
every corner in the City. These c(ep"ri~1to-"leiitim~lte'; forms of . "Tsn 't pornography a can't avoid seeing it. nography is a multi-million
images are not confined to media. The slide show prepares safety valve? Doesn't it Images of brutality con- dollar industry linked to
"dirty" . bookstores. and 42nd one of their bi-weekly tour of the provide a harmless outlet front us everywhere, even organized crime, illicit
Street movie theatres, but can be Times Square area, complete with for those men who might in our own communities. drugs and prostitution.
found on billboards, movie stops at the bookstores, peep other wise commit crimes Pictures of women in Nothing that has so
advertisements (see Diane . shows, sex emporiums and topless of violence? On the con- humiliating poses assault us powerful an impact on the
Salvatore's in the En- bars. . trary, pornography con- from newsstands, mental and physical weU-
. .' billboards, movie being of all of us can beDeborah .·W·ate·.rs.. marquees.. record album dismissed as trivial."
cover,' and even in the You may not agree with all the
window dis plays 0 f answers to these questions: but
Student'. Activ]•st fashionable department the questions are valid ones., stores. Pornography is a phenomenon
"Okay, pornography is th8! grows every year in size and
World Caucus and the U.S.A: "ffens;ve, but don't we impact and effects all women~sAnthony £~1% (United. Students f o . hav~ to protectfre~om.ofliv~.. 'Yhen was the last time you
" ··· ..W'-eus-'", _.: ,.~'/~~~ .' ·.':~_"<;:~~~~J"QeJ;Jr,,~::~~-_~~~~~:~~::~~:~barassedto look fora'
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.Witbin· the BaFUCh .CGIIIIIlUIlUy... '.' ..de~ .seccetuy_. She.is skilled .on, .-im:OO;ement~has-gn,eJL.her._lhe .:, ~.~~~v~r ~ '.\V~ .also ~~e. l~k!~ at a. ~~V!~ ~.~~t!'!!.'!B.._~
there 'are' students who have . rherypewrirer, dietapttone and in opportunity to-come in contacr that· ..pornograpbY con- woman .in next-to-=notbing?Do
devoted themselves to improving the creation and lay-out of with the racist attitude in a variety· stitutes a threat to our you get mad watching television
the environment in which we.seek educational materials. Some of of situations. physical safety and shows that have female characters
to further our education. One her former employers have been Her overall view is that racism emotional well-being. One scantily dressed? If you have felt
such student is Debra Waters. A Conread Lynn, attorney for the is despersed among the Baruch concern must be balanced anger, you have felt the spread of
vibrant, dedicated activist, Debra first conscientious objector; -the community, that includes the against another. Even the pornography into your life. If you
has been involved in the affairs of Commission on -Racial Justice;' student body as well as the First Ammendment want to stop it, join Women
the student community for most the N.Y.C. Board of Education; faculty. She feels it exists in the "~bsolutists" among us Against Pornography on October
of her years at Baruch. She is an N.Y. Telephone; and the student body through' agree that we must create a 20th to protest Pornography. For
. outspoken and articulate person Headstart Program. Debra also polarization; is fostered by the moral climate- -in·,whi~h more information on the March,
that strongly believes in what she has an impressive list of faculty through undergrading and. women's bodies cannot be contact WAP at 594-2801 or drop
is doing. associates and friends that she favoritism towards clubs; and is exploited for profit. . . . by the storefront office Monday
Debra presented her views with worked with. On that list are perpetrated by the administration, Where do you draw the line through Saturday, 1 to 7 p.m.
the style of someone who has Judge Bruce Wright, through low representation of and who draws it? We
dealt with the system and knows Congressman Charles Wrangle, Third World personnel in the
the ropes of surviving it. In fact, activist . Charles Kenyetta, Rev. administrative and faculty
she has been a victim of the Ben Chavis, Rev. Albert Cleage positions, and the hiring of
systemforagoodpartofheri1{e. (author of "The Black student aides during registration
She had her initial distasteful Messiah"), Rev. Jesse Jackson to name a few areas. Though she
contact with it early in her and historian-Egyptologist .Dr. places heavy responsibility on the
childhood. It was a personal Yosef-Ben-Jochannan, All of this administration for the overall
experience that involved the loss adds up to a variety of sources to atmosphere, she realizes that
of Q.I. benefits to her family. help her remain, as she puts it, "Baruch is a partial reflection of
Debra feels that her mother was "conscious of the contemporary the institutions in New York City
"gipped out of the benefits" issues of our time." However, and America ... an extension of
because her father was a World Debra is more than conscious ot the wider society."
War II veteran. Consequently, these issues, she addresses them in When Debra expounds -on her
the loss put an economic and a forth-right manner mat encou- observations of attitude, the
emotional strain on the 'family. rages some people while it adrenalin begins to flow. She cites
Poverty and struggle then became frightenS others. numerous .incidents that give
an integral factor in Debra's life. One of the issues that Debra support to her convictions. One~ . .
Born in Providence, R.I., chooses to tackle head on is particular incident she discusses
Debra has lived in New York City racism. She has become well at Iength revolves around 'A. S. P.
since she was a' baby. .She has acquainted with what she calls A., the evening club of personnel
grown' up in the ghettoes of the "the racist attitude at Baruch." administ~at~on. It is her belief
city an-d- is a p r o d uc t Her-insight comes from an active that recent circumstances
of the public- school system. collegiatecareer in the classroom surrounding the funcuoning of
At the age of fifteen she was and in extra-curricular activities. the club are another indication of
forced to be independent. She Besdies her present position as adverse attitudes towards clubs
found a job, rented an apartment president of B.L.A.C.K. (Black that have a majority of minority
and began taking care ofherself. Liberation through Action and students. She noted that since ,A.
From that period on she has' Collective Knowledge) and S. P. A. has achieved such a ratio
been a consistent worker. She has A.S.P.A. '(American Society for it no longer receives the attention .. .' _ " .
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'. operator~ .record.keeper and" haS been.a force in Vangu.$I.Jhe this y~,ther~haS not been" '.' ..- . ." .' ."" .. ' . '. '
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Student Comments
on Registration
"Sincerely,
April Dunleavy
Advertising Manager, The Ticker
automatically assumed this
person would be male (' 'you
explain to the man...). Wakeup
Mr. Jacobs! Personnel
management is one of the fields
that women have made greater
strides towards equal em-
ployrnent. ~
Granted, this does seem tobe a
simple oversight in language on
-, Mr. Jacobs' part, 'but I write this
letter to make a point. Women are
. ; " '-Clemanding' thtgr -pieCe of'the-pie
'Baruch "as' a"(schoor':~hich'!ls '"and getting ito. We are becoming a
primarily geared tOqUtivating the~, "f()fce·m·,t~·~sinessworldtobe
businessmen of tomorrow. . .H If "reckoned with. Language is a
he would check the statistics, he reflection of culture. A Freudian
would discover the constituency slip can insult a segment of the
. he represents is almost half population, that a public official'
female. With the swipe of a pen, such as Mr. Jacobs should not
he has disregarded a' powerful want toInsult. So, beware 'Mr.
elective force. ' Jacobs, women are watching you!
Second, in portraying the
personnel manager that is sent to
Baruch to interview perspective
employees (not students), he
• . -, I' r' T·
'Dear Martin MCDowell .
Editor-in~hief of The Ticker
,
The Ticker apologizes to photographer Jimmy Yu, as photo
credits for his pictures on pages 1, 3, & 8 were inadvertantly
left out.
THE'Tj~KER
Mar Lin McDowell Editor-in-Chief
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Keith Almodovar Business Manager
April Dunleavy Advertising Manager
Donald Laub " New Editor
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Diane Salvatore Arts & Features Editor
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Ernest G. Fagan Sports Editor
Peter Lewison Photography Editor
Clark Sparks Graphics Editor
For the past few years, the student council image has been
one of an ineffective body of-students gathering once a week.
With the council's main purpose seen as being an unorganized
attempt at discussing proposals presented to them, few people
have taken "the work or value of the council seriously.
Yet, the mixture of certain rules in the new constitution and
the addition of. intelligent councilmen could prove to be the
beginning of a new"council era. Despite the fact that student
apathy has robbed student government of its best yound
leaders, the council's membership seems to show a reversal in
student participation in government. With the council
members snowing such energy towards their job, only ~ few
more factors seem to be needed before the council is viewed as
an independent organization.
One such factor is an articulate leader from the coun-
cilmen's own ranks. An obvious choice for one such- leader is
chairperson-Marily -Cayenne. She displays character which
features strength, ability, and a willingness to listen. The
listening skill is the most important, because the last two day
session Presidents acting as chairpersons had refused to
acknowledge opinion other than their own .
• Another factor in favor of the council is that several
members have the idea of the council taking the initiative.
One of these new ideas is the exercising of their power to
create Ad Hoc committees for various projects of the council.
One of these committees being planned is for the proposing
pre-registration to the administration. Also, several coun-
cilmen have showed an interest in bringing quality en-
tertainment to Baruch College. As a result, the campus affairs
committee has been placed directly under the control of the
council. Many councilmen have begun to express the view
that a leadership weekend would provide valuable experience
and training for them in the future operation of student
government.
Though the c-ouncil has been slow" in moving towards
fulfilling the goals of the newly" formed committees. At least
the council" has some plans in their mind _for the coming
.~e~este.r,. plans" formed _of.councilmenactions .and "no.t .of
outsiders string pulling.
Yet, the council will not be fully effective until they areable
to operate from one set location separate" from the executive
branch of student government. Students and administrators
should begin to recognize the value of the council, and offer
their support to them. In this way the council, an institution
of student leaters, might reach its fullest potential of
achievement.
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were assignea· to Aspira.
However, .being that Aspira.. is
unable .to accommodate a 'large
number ofstudents the selection
is done on a random basis. This
not only allows Mr. Cortez and
Mr. Agosto to service, many of the
Augusto (tutorial coordinator) as students, but also permits them to
"The Baruch- Survival Center." work __effectively and efficiently,
Others simply call it "Aspira". with each student.
Aspira .has been in existence Aspira's performance. and
throughout the community for achievements have all been the
approximately seventeen years end result of two working souls
now. However~ its existence in who have been recognized by
Baruch equals only five years of many students as "Batman and
its birth. Aspira operates as aft . Robin"'- They. have channeled
outside agency which has been through all sorts of bureau-
housed under the department of cracy to institute programs
compensatory education to such as Group Counseling,
service some 225-250 students a Financial Assistance, Tutorial
semesters. Furthermore, since Services, Research Review, and
A-spiraisan-independem--agencYCareer Guidance-which just four
functioning outside of the school, years ago were only an idea,
the funds that it receives are They've put back motivation into
supplied by the: federal govern- studentsbynot telling them- what
mentInstead of Baruch -CoJlege..is to be done.. but what must be
As a result Aspira is forced to done to survive as a fellow
limit the amount of students they - Baruchian. Mr.· Agosto asserts.
service, because of two major that he has seen students who
reasons. The insufficient 'lack of were lacking in courage, self-
funds and also the insufficient confidence and assertiveness, and
amount of space. Mr. Cortez in replacement restored to them
counselor for Aspira students leadership potential and a con-
points out that .' 'the space which scious awaking. of their .true
is allocated cannot accommodate ability. Aspira serves as a catalyst
the large number of students who for student incentive, motivation,
are chosen for Aspira", courage, and pride. Students
Aspira makes a serious attempt become not -victims but the by
to .cater to students who are product of an education. system
culturally, academically, and that works. Although all the
economically disadvantage. students of aspira unfornately_
However, its primary objective is may not make it through some-of"
to help all students to survive in the complications of a college
Baruch. Aspira selects its students education' whether it be. that- -
on the basis 'of their' performance' school' was just' 'not their- eup."of.
on,,~. /Pfofjci~y". ;t~> aQ..~-: ~-OI:';~se:c)l.tcij1iii)'--probiems'
ministered by the school at' the Mr. Cortez states tha; if we co)itd
beginn4ng-- .of .' thevsemesrer. .jUSL"gel.ODe. student, over -tbe.__
Students who' were instructed to hump-we feel as though. w~~
take two remedial courses in done something. uHowever, our
either English or Math and who major focus is to get them all
met with the economic' criteria over."
Baruch Survival
by Dennis Eddington
News Analysis
.
;ASPIRA
." ...~-. - ... ,.
.<'," ...... --_. ..
Many incoming freshman
entering Barch College often face
the dreadful consequence of
taking remedial courses either in
"C English or Math. These remedial
! .courses reflect the educational
:. background of the student who is
~
~ being presently enrolled in the
; college. Even. though the~e
c: remedial courses serve as a device
Coat, from p. 5 for further enhancement in the
--A. andlhe-outstdeuheadquarters.- - ontheminority-groups-;--"-"Fhey-- -coHege;----they ---also . tend -to
which is supposed to provide are our replacement in that we -discourage many of the students
assistance and, guidance in want equality in every aspect of who felt that they were
arranging speakers. In a sense American life as our fathers and academically prepared tOl1)eet
they have been "rumed loose to forefathers fought for. The college standards.
float on [their] own." A.S. P. A. second-class standard appears to As.. a' result of this academic
has also been omitted from the be,' an .improved, standard vfor mishaps the student engages
current Student Handbook, thus members of the under-developed himself in a tremendous battle
reducing publicity. In addition, nations (Caribbean, African, against self-esteem, pride and
there has been an attempt to, Latin American)." To counteract time. This battle, however, is a
duplicate the club on a day this philosophy, Debra advocates very selective one for it demands
session status, "to accommodate that Third World students "be only the most diligent, the most
a certain", group of students." supportive of each other's ac- assertive, the most discipline
Debra brings in an interesting tivities" and "form a strong amony the Baruch students. As
point, "the faculty advisor last- alliance with the Third World for the students 'who .fail to meet
year, Dr. Philip Harris, received faculty caucus." Subsequently, these demands two principal
an award as Best Faculty Advisor: the alliance would "generate a alternatives remain at hand.
in Baruch as a result of his work voice" that would "address all Either to seek a low level of
'with A. S. P. A." Despite the faci issues," especially those con- employment and work their way
'that the "executive officers arc cerning the special needs of the up or begin to venture towards
discouraged," they have put time .minority student cornmunitv." some form of public assistance.
and .energy into A. S. P. A. to Among the special needs of' Nevertheless; despite the
keep it functioning. Third World students, -Debra previous struggles of the college
On the issue of polarization includes cultural education u.e. freshman there is an organization
"within" the-. ~iri9r.~~~ .student .' highljghtinlThecuIfu,ces ofThird . which, steps in '6efor~ a student
community, 'she sees it 'as a d World students, . both .. in and forwards towards' sucha decline
awback to progress-Debra is one .' outside, -of- -the ,·-classroom; in- in a~icpeFfenmtnce,. ,SeRle .
of the foremost promoters of the creasing the Third World faculty students refer to this organization
Third World concept, which seeks to adequat-ely reflect the student which is led by two rather out-
to unite the minorities. Although population; and providing spoken young men, Mr. Tony
she is. a relentless fighter, for the tutorial programs that are Cortez (Conselor) and Mr. Daniel
. rights of Blacks, her efforts are "geared toward minority
not limited to gains for them students...:"
alone. However, she is concerned In conclusion, _Debra discussed
about the supposed conflict the negative role of the student
between "Black Americans and media. In the past she felt that the-
Black-Carribeans and Africans" media often distorted what it
at Baruch. She rejects this conflict printed (sounds similar to the
notion and maintains, "I don't outside media?). The "media
want to believe there is a conflict didn't effectively represent our
. _ .. however, it is apparent that (Third World students) views,"
the administration has chosen one she explains. For support, she
over the other ... evidence is all goes to SENTRY's printing of
around;" For that evidence she last year's presidential' can-
points to the number of foreign didate's platforms. When the plat-
blacks that hold positions in clubs form for U.S.A. candidate Osei
'and work-study. Continuing on, Boahwas prtnted, it was actually
she explains that "there is no real Debra's platform from the
conflict ... it [only] arises when previous election. -It was a
the West Indian, Haitian, etc. mistake that was 'not corrected.
adheres and conforms to this However, Debra is pleased that
philosophy." She goes on to offer "more minority participation has
a possible reason as to why this given access to com-
philosophy could be perpetrated munication facilities."
Club Fair
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Sexist u10" Rates Thinker's HO"
Yet I return to "It),' since it is
I receiving such popular ac-
i ceptability in visability. I regret,
for the sake of theatrical history if
nothing else, that Julie Andrews
and Henry Mancini are involved
with this blasphemy. I regret
bitterly that many will go un-
moved by this tragedy of
disrespect. And I regret most
sorrowfully that- even more will
probably enjoy it.
These sexist movies are lies.
Respect must be commanded.
Love, fr~1ygiven.
Think about it.
Say something.
Act.
The one regret I will not have,
however, is the regret of having
stayed silent. I am stirred by the
immediacy of my need to speak
out. I urge every woman who sees
her personal degradation in
movies of this caliber to speak out
'also. This is the only way to be
heard.
For those who think me a
hysterical, ranting, depraved and
-prudish outcast from the
pleasures of carnal knowledge, I
say this: I am proud of my body. I
am proud of my womanhood. I
wiD not, have it exploited and
prostituted for the pleasure of the
misogynists of this world.
credits; ranging anywhere from
twelve (12) to twenty (20) hours a
week. Some even manage to
attend school less than the normal
five day school week.
However, no matter the dif-
ference in school schedules and
consumption of time, two things
remain common to all, Baruch
freshmen. The two things being a
feeling of loneliness, and club.
hours. Club hours are two hours,
every Thursday, .from 12 noon-
2:00 p.rn., set aside for ex-
tracurricular activities such as
clubs and teams.
These club hours are the answer
to the "Freshmen blues." They
were set up for student convenience.
It enables a' student to get in-
volved and participate. It allows,
. you, the student, to make friends
and enjoy yourself. There are
countless clubs, organizations,
and events taking place every
"I hursday, as well as other events
and, projects going on in Baruch
the remainder of the week.
There is no reason' why a
student, 'especially a freshman"
should be alone and- alienated
from school. Your campus is your
:.. community. And your . com-
munity, one of the largest cities in
<$.' 74t the ~ountry, offering so much. So
, get Involved 10 your community.
There are many clubs such as
Circle K; ,'a service' and: social '.
4._ 4. J.~t~~~ 4 ;.]::~oiW. ~aJi'~j.~'9--ctJt:~~:~<~
Circle K
)
oy Adam Marcus
Every semester, new Freshmen
enter Baruch College in quest of
an education. They take a1lll'where
from twelve (12) to.eighteen (18
On the casual scene. plaids,
paisleys, flannel and velours are
ever popular. Colors range from
neutral, earthy shades to deep,
vibrant tones-burgundy, indigo
and rust being the favorites.
Jeans are still straight and with
fancy stitching. Jordache,
Sassoon, Clouds and Calvin
Kleins are selling better than ever.
Corduroys will also be seen more
and more with the coming cooler
weather.
There are a million fashionable
ways to keep warm. Try layering;
aim for a casual, stylish look by
wearing a wool turtle 'under a
printed flannel. A pullover vest in
boucle or velour is another
practical, fashionable .idea. A
good investment will be one of the
innovative, reversible sport-
jackets making their debut this
autumn, One side., -they are a
sJiarp.:.looJiing· ::"·~woy; wear
them inside out and- they become
smart jackets in solid or tweed
woolen blends.
Tailored fit, rich colors and
classic fabrics are the quality of'
men's fashions for fall. Small
_wonder.tbee, ~hyN()Y.~,¥or~men
always look so good!
BLAKE EDWARDS
10"
When rating women
If "8s" make you tingle and ''gs''·inakeyou gasp...
Imagine what will happen when you meet a "10"!
Atemptigy tastef\j comedy for acUts who can CXU1l
cut-out of our, "10" woman's
figure to see if she "measured-
up." .
I am appalled. I am faint. with
-.
anger and disbelief that this
constant reminder that women
are being judged by their breasts,
hips, ..and thighs was so crudely
and perversely materialized in this
tangible way, under the guise of
entertainment.
Harmless, you say. Viewers
titilated by this free and frivolous
release of sexual fantasies (at
women's expense, please note)
might find other films, running
simultaneously, less comfortably
received. These include' The Stud,
"satisfaction guaranteed," which
features a photo steeped in sado-
masochistic fantasies. A quote
reads, "One of the most chilling
and graphic rape scenes ever
filmed," as if this were a com-
pliment. Furthermore, the man is
leashed; his face is shadowed,
barbaric and primitive. He is at
the neck of a woman flushed with
excitement. Yes, we knew it all
along, didn't we? In bed, what a
woman ~nts is a real animal.
feel free to verbally and visually person concerned with the dignity Another shocker is a_gem called
rape them at will-on the street, of women to even see how the Rape of Love, which is such a
in the subway, in a store- U 10" is script reads. contradiction iii terms I hope not
.a grave disappointment' 'and' . Perhaps '(0 truly see how' ·ulOu 'to need- to explain'.. 'Again; 'the'
reassurance that the conspiracy - affects real women, I need only to theme that, for women, Jove
has not been thwarted. relay to the reader the extent of 'equals violence, rears its
It is of small consequence how the promotional antics recently marketable head.
the script actually reads. The reported from Boston. As a J
advertisements themselves will do woman entered to see the film, /
enough harm. In fact, I urge no she had to step through a life-size
4.
Fashion Scene: A .Man's
Eye View
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES, lie.
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Whether you are seeking a career position
after graduation. a part time job. or even a,
job for next summer. a well prepared resume
can apen the right doors for you! '
'IGFEISIDIIAL BaU_a,IH., has been
creating successfUl resumes for more than
ten years, Here is what we caa do fQryou:
• enaa. a ...- wiU IIIUnat
,.natI.1 ..,..,. .
• ~It 111 C8ll1a If ,.., rna•.
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Call anytime 24 }loUrs. 7 days a week. Day;
evening orSaturday interviews by appointment.
•
by Diane Salvatore'
The feminist movement is, for
many, a cliche. Women are no
longer an "in" topic. All the
progress that need be made is well
behind us.
None of the above could be
more untrue than in 1979.
Because still today, we can see
blatant reminders that the
struggle for respect still rages on.
And it is still a loosing battle.
I call to your attention a
current film, U 10," which
features a photo ofa woman (we
assume) ,'that' neglects her' face
entirely and shows us a volup-
tuous view of breasts, navel and
crotch-all barely covered. A silly
looking man swings from a
pendent around her neck. Across
the top, where her.face should be,
reads the caption, "When rating
women if "8~s'~ make you tingle
and "9's" make you gasp ...
imagine what will happen when
you meet a "10"! A bottom
caption adds, " A temptingly
tasteful comedy for adults who
can count. "
And for adults who can't think,
I venture to interject. If this is the
world of adults, I choose not to be
counted.
A comedy, the movie promises.
This may be a laughing matter for
the male producer who has not
felt 'thestiDg of meat-market
evaluation. But for the women
who have learned to fear and
despise the more carnivorous
stares and attitudes of men who
by Debbie Jurek you have discovered the world of
Take today's fashion scene, men's better clothes!
strip away all the flash and The key word for this season's
gimmickry, eliminate top men's line is fit. The shape of
designers as Diane Von Fur- clothes are more snug and more
stenberg, Gloria Vanderbuilt and enhancing of the masculine
Anne Klein, and forget about physique. As GQ puts it, "a
exorbitant prices. What are you / t~ ut er , cl~ser-to-the-body
left with? Why, fashion that is"'sIlhouette, defined shoulders, the
simultaneously elegant and narro,:ing of proportions'
conservative, trendy yet tasteful determine the fall style.
, This style is apparent in the
collection of suits on the market.
Mostly vestless, the coordinating
blazer and pants are carefully
tailored tweeds in blends of wool
and synthetics. There is more
detail in pockets and cuffs, and
lapels are slimmer.
Shirts come in a wide range of
seasonal colors, rich, natural
fabrics and distinctive styles.
Worn with a thin tie in a con-
trasting shade they look smashing
with a suit or under a.,y-necked
pullover. Destined to be a favorite
at clubs and parties are the new
"electric" shirts which give a
provocative appearance of
motion that is achieved by tiny
threads of contrasting colors
weavedwiihin the solid' material
of the shirt.
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.ManUow Iookiilg and sounding more refined.
ORGANIZE A· GROUP AND YOU GO FREE OR
WORK 'FOR SlU-G-aAIIA AS· AN INSTRUCTOR
!~:1I!~:tQ~ttOwTO INSTRUCT) .
CALL FOR DETAILS a FREE BROCHURES!
.. .:,.:..-, ,~"'"
.' ".' ~;;,: ~ -." ..:
......_.,. .; ,..{ _.'
M ·· . -I' . '£(1· ."ram owrvoices.
A Difference
Reflections
of the Day
by Sandy Jacolow
From the moment one sees-the . is already a hit on Billboard's Top "Bobbie Lee" and "Who's Been
newly Barry Manilowalbum 100. Sleeping In My Bed" both have a
"One Voice" is a noticable On all of his prior albums hint of disco, similar ioCopa or
difference. The. trademark there Manilow has included a 40's style It's A Miracle. "Bobbie Lee" is
graphics are slightly altered, and number on them, here there are just sloppy and repitious, while
the cover photo of Manilow js two, but sounding remarkably "Who's Been Sleeping ... '" is
more poised and refined. These good. His remake of the 1941 hit only a notch better.
changes coincide with Manilow's HIDon't Want To Walk Without Manilow still delivers two
varied, but more mature style. You", made famous by Helen beautiful ballards with his eyer
The ballads still and a capella Foster and Harry J ames, is popular trademark, a big build to
but M there tries his hand stunning. A pretty MOR ballad a soaring finish. "When I Wanted
at dis 0, rock, soft shoe, and a with a light, bouncy, beat is a You," arid "Where Are They
capella while maintaining a high . perfect Spring song. This song Now" both show why- Manilow-_
level of quality. has strong single possibilities, has become a master at his craft. ~:,.:.:.
The title track HOne Voice" is and is a perfect follow-up to Even though' ="You --Coulcf~
appropriately named as ow starts "Ships": Show Me" is only 1:46 long-it's
off a capella. He slowly over-dubs If Mr. Manilow would have one of the prettiest things ever
his own voice until their are 40 omitted a 15 second disco prelude done by Manilow, Co-written by
Barry Manilow's singing in to uA Slow Dance", it would be a Bruce Sussman and Jack Feld-
unison. Despite sounding like the classic. There is a wonderful; man, who wrote Copa, the lyrics
Mormon Tabernacle Chior, and swirling ballroom quality which are a sensitive insight to the
his voice straining, "One Voice" makes it hard to believe this song loneliness of needing someone
is quite iotriging. was written in 1979. The or- with who to share the world. With
. Although the majority of the . chestration by Jimmie Haskle a soft synthesizer line as the only
album has been written by Mr. adds the perfect romantic touch. accompaniment this' will be
Manilow and his collaborators, A Heavy bass line, and slick compared to the Manilow classic
some of the best tunes are well brush drumming give "Rain' a ."All The Time."
adapted outside Jalmbers. tinge of jazz. Manilow's voice at Despite the variance in style
Manilow delivers a SQhsitive times has a wispy quality to it Manilow has produced an album Cant from p. 8
rendering . of Ian Hunters making this a. truly infectious that will win wide acceptance on organization, geared towards Take advantage of this great
"Ships," The arrangements have tune. man; levels. Manilow's voice has getting Baruch students involved, opportunity and get involved...
been touched up slightly, but are Unfortunately '~R~n~~ js ~ the _never sounded better, alo~~c~it!t,.;'~hrQug~.such.. _~~~l~s .~.:b.~qO(t. BOx:~q.P~f: .,,".H.~,~~~n~~'i~~9'-
still true to theorigiftat::r~~~·:.r~onl~"u~:.numb.er:tdJatJw"J"k.s~.an 'eXtP~Q1.eJ.y~>.sharp" rh.Yt~m.'.~ driV'~rand.~tm~:tOY df~ ,.: never- ~~part'r~f·>~;.;BeFMt:bianS::;-.
" '. ;., section. The high quality one has. Clubs like this organize events vocabulary. Remember, Baruch is
come ~ to -expect, "from ·Barry geared-vandr-direeted : towards hereforyou. U5e It towards your'"
Manilow is still their, as "One student participation. advantage.
Voice" will definately be heard. There is a club for everyone. Good luck!!
.....
by Eli Araujo job; I've never seen so many
»: First, allow me to extend a flyers on our bulletin boards so
fraternal welcome to all freshman early in the semester. I f the Pope
·and transfer students especially John Paul II had paid us a visit,
you Baruchians who are back surely he would have had a few
after what seemed tome a very words for us proponents of
short summer. consumerism.
That ritual past, it seems like 'Baruch has changed. The
only yesterday we were anxiously auditorium has finally been
awaiting summer recess like renovated. What has not changed
blossoming flowers ready to burst are the upward spiraling prices
with energetic beauty. Never- for our spiral notebooks, text-
theless, it's good to be back in the books and cafeteria foods.
halls of learning and the learned. . October is here and Student
It's funny how the first couple Government's silence is un-
of days students line up at the settling. Having cancelled and
bookstore and read through new rescheduled an event is not un-
books as if to devour them but precedented but, who knows?
lose their appetites as weeks turn Perhaps it's to early to tell.
into months. Also amusing is the Afterall, a few st udnet
bewildered (perplexedf) look in representatives are already
eyes as they ask for direction for campaigning for re-election with
this room or that office in this timely newsletters to their con-
labyrinth that is Baruch College. stituents. Kennedy and Brown
But not transfer students. (That move over!!!
.would. -be considered a loss of Alumni have no 'fear; your
status.) Alma Mater will never "close its
Professors are back from their doors" but - it may consider
summer scholarly chores ready to" moving' (or expanding) as it can
bombard' us with their professed not accommodate anymore
knowledge-unfortunately, I students.
"'-~tered for one whole and one- Enough!!! If only I could have
. half "lemon". Should- I return written b"ke this during my
.them to the assembly line or ask freshman year. Maybe that
fora parti8I tuition refund? E~h Professor would have.
~~.>~t~tiJt:l.. ·,~(A~) :. ,given 1Ile'·~-;:~·iasteadof.a .8.......
~~·m .~~~aIOO'f yeah.... .
_ " ~ _~ ~ _~"~:~:-._~~.~~ ~ ~ .. __ "'. '~"""'~'''.' I.
~~'eir~'-'~.~
take my mind off the daily
routine: So, here are a few ideas
that I have come up with that
. .
might help you.
Step 1. get on the train find a nice
corner where the doors won't
open and read the morning paper.
Step 2. if this fails and your in-
terest fades by the 5th or 6th stop,
go on to ...
Step 3. put your paper away and
read a textbook instead.
Step 4. if this doesn't thrill you or
hold your attention span..
Step 5. put the book away and see
if you can study the faces of
various people. The reason for
this is that, if you always go in the
same car, you will most likely see ,
the same people each day and
after a few days you'Il know what
stops they get off at so you can
stand over them and grab their
seat.
Step 6. If you're one of those
people who enjoys standing
ignore the previous suggestion.
Step, 7. Instead :whHe, your
standing you can observe, the
faces of your fellow. passengers-
'. _ and try to gues~ what' their oc-
cupation is. The only fault to this
is you'll probably never know if
you are right or not unless you
ask them.
Step 8. If you find yourself stuck
on the train with nothing to read
you can always read and reread
those thrilling advertisements that
tell you everything from what to
do if you have hemorroids to
what kind of syrup to use on your
pancakes.
Step 9. If you're into names and
you're disgusted with reading the
Ids, you can try reading the
graffiti on the walls of the train
itself. You never know if you
might recognize the name of your
favorite gang or the signature of a
friend.
Step 10. My final suggestion to
you is, if all of the above fails to
hold your interest and help pass
the time, then my only advice is to
close your eyes and fall asleep till
you reach 23rd street.
Passing· the Time
New York. Style
by Dawn Rodriguez
Do you suffer from tired feet,
aching arms, or just plain
boredom? Then you're probably
one of the thousands of people
who have become a victim of
Typical Train Traumas.
Almost everyone here at
Baruch travels to and from school
by means of mass transit; namely
the subway. This being the case,
we can all sympathize with one
another- on the mutual hassels we
all encounter each and every day
en route to and from Baruch.
If you're new at traveling
you're probably just getting the
hang of squeezing into packed
subway cars, at all hours of the
day, running from one train to
another, and sliding over an'
already crowded seat for some
overstuffed person to squeeze
into. If you've been traveling for
some time now, being that you're
an upper freshman or better, or
you've been traveling since your
high school days like myself, then
you're one, of .the, lucky {le<;lPl,e
who have devised clever Iittle .
_ways of making your-endless 45
minute to an hour train ride seem
like nothing.
Well for those of you who are
interested in knowing the little
secrets that make commuting life
more pleasant, read on and
discover them for yourself.
My first encounter with a
subway life was during my first
year of high school. The shock
alone of what goes on is enough
to make you go out and hitchhike.
The initial shock of seeing all
those strange people riding in the
same car with you and breathing
down your neck was in itself a
horrifying experience. But the
worst to me was standing up (or
sitting down if you're lucky) for
45 minutes with nothing to do..
The boredom of it all was too
much for me. I wondered how
people could put up with it day
after day and most of all, how
would I be able to put up with it?
My only alternative was to
devise a plan of action that would
Y~OOKPHOTOS
Taken now. .Make your appointments at the
_information desk in the student center.
SENIORS'
The Senior Affairs Committee urges you to
make appointments to have your
..............
without a law penalty? One
graffitist said, "when you have it
on canvas, you don't risk getting.
written over. But somehow I just
can't come to grips with seeing
my identity hanging on a wall. It
just seems to looks better on the
side of a trainr", ;
The Nation of Graffiti Artists
is a graffiti workshop that was·
formed to ~p youths~
depressed aTea~e city
develop as artists. Jack Pelsinger,
the director of the graffiti
workshop, has been working with
officials ,at the Metropolitan
Transportation Authority to have
laws changed or to hire the most
prolific graffiti drawers to create
attractive designs on the trains.
Also, United Graffiti Artists
headed by a man named Hugo
Martinez, has been making the
best or 'the graffiti fever. United
Graffiti' Artists has brought
together many veteran graffitists,
sworn them to quit their illiget
activities and direct them. toward
professional art careers. These
organizations also show off the
liveliness of the graffitists work.
This, if anything, enhances their
work by the comforts of a studio
situation, unhassled by prowling
[transit police and railyard war-
ichmen. Maybe this IS the
!solution.
t, '.'"'. ," ." ...~ttrr.." ~ .• ,:, _.. - ....... -~ ........ "".
HAS 114" PART TIME
SCREE NER/I NTERV IEWER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
.. , 't.~ 1~.-· - ..- r .. -~'."..~. .
The Subway Sojourn
Graffiti: More Than
Meets the Eye
We're seeking capable individuals with good communication skills
to interview and screen credit applicants. You must be willing to
make decisions regarding credit extensions based upon authoriza-
tion referrals (obtained via computer) and yout ability to measure
accounts against credit criteria.
We will train you to operate a CRT and analyze credit information.
No experience necessary. _
For further details and p;ompt consideration
call Susan Karp at: 691·1700, ext. 207
SERVICE CENTER'
450 West 15th Street. NYC
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
SA TURDA Y ONL Y
(2) . 12 to 5:00 PM (2) . 12 to,6:00 PM
by Marie Manuella ..
You are standing there in the
station. Everything is gray and
gloomy, and all of a sudden one
of those graffitied trains slides in
and brightens the place like a big
bouquet from Latin America.
Style and' place are the. main
elements of graffiti offers the.
power of ubiquity. Graffiti ·is a .
person's way of gaining self-
recognition:
The graffitist only works on the
permanent parts of the subways,
the trains, the walls, the ter- ~
minals. The trains are the place to ~
4'· .... :create a masterpiece or grand t
design. .. Professional artists ~
should be so .lucky-exhibiting in ~
a constantly circulating show with ~ i\,
a guaranteed captive audience, f;
Also, the paint used is a killer to \,,:,,:C»o«< ...;...,.
remove. Once marked, the space. recogrnnon, has gotten com-
is yours. I has become an official . pletely our off hand. Itbecomes a
thing in Washington Heights to rarity of rarities to find a readable
write your name somewhere on map. It is a public show of force.
the intersection of 188th street Art suppliers refuse to sell
and Audubon, which has become markers and spray paint to kids,
known as Writer's Corner. but most writers prefer to invent
A 1973 study -done -by the their tools anyway, and; a hardy
Nation of Graffiti Artists has black market in paint and ink
come to certain generalized keeps them weHsupplied. The
conclusions about-the styles of graffitists are showing in-
graffiti. Lean and geometric difference to public property
letters with little platforms is because they are far more in-
graffiti Philadelphia style. terested in promoting themselves.
Graffitists from the Bronx draw Dr. Frederic Wetham, violence
little clouds around their names expert, quoted in The Psychology
and favor plump, curvacious of Graffiti, says this is the wrong
lettering. Out in Brooklyn, they kind of ego-boost. "It is part of
draw ornate comet-tail fins the widespread vandalism, the
.arounding lettering which is so mood to destroy, the brutalisrn
abstract as ~o appear illegible. that is everywhere."
Logos may be solded or handed Law enforcement has caused
down, but Roman numerials must thousands of' "underground
be added to those names which artists" to give up their trade or
originated elsewhere, and readjust their style. Why should
sometimes the process becomes they waste time putting their
exceedingly elaborate. designs on the trains or give up
Graffiti, whether it be creative their identity when people will
or a way of gaining self- pay them to put it on canvas
't".
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Thursday, October 1~, 1979
12:00-2:00 p.m. Movie Rm. 1323
Chinese. Students Assoc. 23rd St. Bldg;
12:00-2:00 p.m.. Speaker . Globus Lounge ·
.Management S-ociety 360 Park Ave. South
-12:00-2:00 p.m. Reception-Meeting Faculty Lounge
Sigma AlpbaAlpha ~th St. Bldg.
12:00-2:00 p.m. Movie Rm. 1304
Women's Center 23rd St. Bldg.
12:00-7:00 p.m. Disco Oak Lounge
Club N.Y. Student Center.
I .
collegiate camouflage
ElM E R O· D NE A M, A E R 0
-0 N S .y BL W U ~W 0 L I V ~ R
,/
o .M· E T .: G L L TO' 0 -Y 0 N·Y A
o R D R ~A B U L R A L K N LS
G- B . I E lOB E DOE C A F E
E L N MAN D Y S S F EAR U
B U A D I A K Y C K I A A E L
. Y E HEY C Z H Z LIM" E T B
D. M V 0 U L 0 EAR 0 E H T S
A 0 L L' 0 E. 0 S N N I 0 S~· U I
L u' t Y N A 0 V A I S A E B U
B N E H W ROE R E H W M R 0,
. E R S Y A D L 0 0 H C S ·M 0 L
W 0 B N I ARE H T REV 0 T
E MIS T Y Y B -E M S SAP S
-~, at.
-Friday, October 19, 1979
1:00 & 3:00 p.m. The Graduate
Student Center Board
5:00-10:30 p.m, Disco
Luxury Productions
6:00-10:30 p.m. Reception-Speaker
ASPA
Rm. 114
24th St. Bldg.
Oak Lounge
Student Lounge
Oak Lounge
Student Center
Can you find the hidden song standards?
Monday, October 22
12:50-1:50 "Dennis Wolfberg"
.1
. ,
Oak Lounge'
Student Center
Rm.114
24 St. Bid.
Oak Lounge
Student Center
. i ' Marble -Loange ' '..
Student Center
1 ~ , "
Hypnotist
Edwin ·L. Baron
"Funny Girl"
Wednesday, October 24 ",
2:00-3-:00~: ' .-:. '.. '~- I· 4''Spin~Art'"-'/ "
Tuesday, October 23
12:30-2:00
Friday, October 26
12:00-3:00
MAIRZY OOATS
MANDY
MISTY
NOLA
ON A CLEAR DAY
OVElt TilE RAINBow
-' ,
PASS ME BY
POOR .. ButTERFLY
RAMONA
ROSALIE
ST. LOUIS BLUES
SCHOOL DAYS
SHINE
TEA FOR TWO
WHERE OR WHEN
AM I BLUE?
BE.A CLOWN
'BLUE MOON -
BLUE SKIES
DANKE SCHOEN
.DAY:-~b
DINAH
DO-RE-MI
DREAM
IDA
IRENE
LADY BE GOOD
LOVE IN BLOOM
LOVER
LUCKY DAY
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Medical-Office Rm. 308
Workshops 17 Lex. Ave.
on self examination of the breast of women
---
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IMPORTANT NOTICE
The next Mathematics Placement Exam will be given to students who have never taken it,
on Wednesday, November 14, 1979 and Tuesday" November 20, 1979.
Studentsplannlag to take this examination must sign up for it at 360 Park Avenue South
. in Room 2053 (Day Session) or Room 2031, or 2023 (Evening Session) by November 2.' They
will have their choice of date (14th or 20th) and will be given the time and place of the exam
when they ·sign up./II• .~"J( i> <# 7rArk1' "79
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HI. started playing tennis by
accident. I. originally wanted to
play baseball for Washington, but
a friend steered me to the. tennis ..
court instead. There- I· found a:
sport that I've excelled in. My
main goal here is to be the
school's number one tennis
. . .
player. I_learned at Washington
that winning takes hard work and
discipline. Even though I have no
professional aspirations, I want
to keep playing .. as long as
possible.team couch, or just- to
stay in shape. "
"The only disadvantage I have
playing tennis, as any student-
." athlete knows, is keeping -up my
f grades. The team practices four to.
= .r:r five hours a dayvand that can be-
~ hectic. But it should be worth it,
ft . . .i because we look strong this yea!
s: and hope to win the division." .
~ .i" Todd was Washington's Most
. :a Valuable Player as a senior in
Height: 5'8" ". Weight: 145·lbs. June of 1978. He also finished
Experience: 5 years third out of 24 players in the
Team finish in 1978: Third Intramural Department's Tennis
Tournament last year ..
Statesman Profile
••
.A Statesman Pictorial Collage
n
Todd Grosin Tennis team
Upper Freshman
George Washington High School
5/24/60 Management major
never jogged to those that are
advanced runners are welcome to
join the Club. Informative
speakers on nuirition,· running,
and other related fields of
physical fitness through jogging
and running are being sought
when club . funding becomes
available.
And the Club is strongly
sponsoring the Baruch College 2,
5 and 10 Mile Runs which will be
conducted by the Intramural and
Recreation Office of the Physical
and Health Education Depart-
ment. These
aces will. be run on Nov. 3 at
10 A.M. in Central Park. The
Recreation Director, Tom
Cracovia has said that Dean
Matthew Goldstein have
promised to compete. Mr.
Cracovia has the ambitious goal
of enlisting 100 Baruch Com-
munity Members for these races.
Trophies will be awarded in all
categories. So, if the New York'
City Marathon is too long for you
or if you can't stand the crowds,
join the Baruch College 2, 5, 10
Mile Runs. Or if you JUSt want to
get in shape, then join the Jogging
and Running Club by signing up
in Room 610A of the 23 Sr. Bldg..
One further note.... The
Intramural And Recreation
Office is asking all Baruch
Community Members in the New
York City Marathon to notify its
office: 610A, 23 Sr. Tel. 725-7197
for publicity reasons and with the
possibility of wearing Baruch
College colors in the competition.
The goal of running need not be
to win. Better it is to improve.
And this can happen at any age.
Intramural Reminder
Baruch Beats York 6-0
Womens' Volleyball
Basketball or' Class vs. Longshots 12 noon
Astoria vs. Hawks 1 p.m.
Record 4-3-1
Soccer
Statesme-n Results
7
Record 5-0
Baruch Beats Manhattanville 3-1
Intramural Events
Women's rope skipping contest
This event will be held
November Bth, in. rooms 609-611
of the 23rd st. building during
club hours.
Approximately 2 years ago the
Baruch College Track Team was
~disbanded, primarily due to an
insufficient number of
academically qualified athletes.
Since then jogging and running as
a sport for the conditioning of the
body has intensified.
·A large number of Baruch
students are involved in the sport
either on their ,own or through .
Fitness for Lifetime classes that -
the Physical and Health
Education Department conducts.
So it seemed logical to form a
dub devoted to the goals of
physical fitness though jogging
and running. The Club meets on
Monday, Wednesday, . and
Fridays from 12 noon to 1 P.,M.
when all members learn a
comprehensive, w ar m-up
stretching routine, then a basic 20
minute walk-run method of
getting in shape, followed by a
cool down stretching regimen.
The Club's President. Vatarie
Branch, has organized a sign up
list for other hours so that in-
dividuals that have classes when
the Club regularly meets can hook
up with other running partners
and train.
Ms. Branch wishes to stress the
fact that all levels of runners and
joggers from those that have
Paddle Ball
Men 23 Players (Closed,>
Women 18 Players (Open)
Table Tennis
Jogging and. running club formed
at Baruch College
endorses Baruch College 2, 5, and
10 mile races
Men 34 Players (Closed)
Women 10 Players (Closed)
.
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